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Section 1: Introduction to Tender Management
EUS Tender Management is a comprehensive tool that allows tenders to be
created, distributed and evaluated without the need to create and manage paper
documents. The Tender Management tool makes the tendering process easier for
both buyers and suppliers and covers the entire process including the contract
management phase.

Tender Management is used by government organisations and general contractors
to improve the efficiency of the tendering process. For those who respond to
tenders, for example general contractors, sub-contractors and trades people, tender
management simplifies and speeds up the process of formulating tender responses.
You can add all of the necessary drawings, specifications, schedules, tender
documents and other attachments to the Request for Tender you issue or receive.
Buyers have access to a rich database of their chosen suppliers when issuing an
Request for Tender. If appropriate, you can source potential new suppliers,
complete with pre-qualification details, from the supplier database.
Suppliers are able to present information to initiating organisations at the time and
place that purchasing decisions are made.
Tender Management offers you the following advantages:
•

Saves time and money compared with traditional methods

•
•

Greatly improves the exchange and management of information
Improves accuracy throughout the tendering, quotation and contract process

•
•

Reduces time wasted on low value administration (faxes, phone, travelling)
Increases traceability

•

Web-based for easy access to information - any time, anywhere
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Section 2: Accessing Tender Management
In order to access the functionality within the EUS Complete Tender Management,
you need to log on to the website. Once logged on you can start working on your
company settings, workflow templates, message templates and much more.
EUS Tender Management is only available if your company has registered to use
this system.
To access EUS Tender Management:
1.

Open your web browser and go to: http://www.eu-supply.com/login.asp or the
url (web address) provided by you local CTM operator.
Insert your Username and Password into the appropriate fields then click on
the [Log in] button.
The EUS Complete Tender Management Welcome Page displays.

2.1

Modules and settings within tender management
Complete Tender Management has modules and settings which can be switched on
or off. This guide describes all modules and settings available, and if you cannot find
specific links or modules when accessing the system it is likely that certain modules
are switched off. To learn what modules you can access, access your personal
profile described in section User profiles within this document.
If you would like certain modules switched on, contact the CTM support or Sales
Department.
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Section 3: Manage company information
The administrative tasks on the system are limited to management of the company
information and management of the company users on the system.
Clients, contractors and sub-contractors are responsible for maintaining company
information on the site. To make changes to your company details, select
“Company administration” from the Navigation menu.

The Company information screen displays your current settings and company
information.

3.1

Update company information
Company information consists of the following details:
• Company name
• Address
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•
•
•

Description of company
Contacts
Phone and e-mail details.

To change company details:
1.

Select Company administration from the Navigation dropdown. The Company
information screen displays.

2.

Click the [Edit] button at the bottom of the Company information screen.

3.

Change the details as required. All fields with a * (asterisk) are mandatory
and must be completed.

4.

When the details are changed, click [Save]

These are the services currently available for a buyer company. Some of the
services are shown or not shown depending on the system modules installed.
All parts of the services are optional to use and fill in
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3.1.1

Logotype display

You can upload your company logo type to be visible in all communications with the
supplier and also visible on the first page after you log in. A logotype can be of type
.jpg or .gif and can be max 200x200 pixels or 10 kB in size.
Upload a company logo type:
1.

Click on the Edit link next to the Logotype

2.

Click the [Browse…] button and select a logotype from your local computer

3.

Click the [Upload logotype] to transfer the logo to the site.

3.1.2

Office administration

Office administration is used to divide company users into different offices or
different physical locations. You can for example use the offices to filter the list of
My RFTs to see RFTs originating from a specific office.
To create a new office:
1.

Click on the Edit link next to the Office administration. A list of users and
offices are displayed
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2.

Click the button [Create office], enter the name of the office and click [Save]

To assign or unassign users to an office:
1.

Click on the Edit link next to the Office administration. A list of users and
offices are displayed

2.

Click the link of the office name you want to assign users to, office
information is displayed

3.

Click the [Add/Remove members] button to edit the users assigned to the
office

4.

Use the arrows to add or remove members from an office, and click [Save]
when finished.

3.1.3

Company document folder

The Company document folder service is a way for users within the same company
to share documents with each other.
For more information about the functionality within the document archive, see
Section “Document Folders” in the Buyer User Guide.

3.1.4

Dummy suppliers

Dummy suppliers are a way for buyers to have internal suppliers to add to RFTs.
The dummy suppliers created are not visible to any other buyer company within the
system, and can only be used by the creator buyer company. The purpose of the
dummy suppliers is to allow the buyer a view on how the supplier sees the RFT sent
out. The dummy supplier will be created as any ordinary supplier with his own login
and company profile.
A dummy supplier cannot participate in an auction or be awarded a contract.
To create a dummy supplier:
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1.

Click on the Edit link next to the Dummy supplier, a list of current dummy
suppliers created is displayed

2.

Click the link of the office name you want to assign users to, office
information is displayed

3.

Click the [Create new…] button to start fill in supplier information, enter the
required fields and click [Save].

To edit dummy supplier information you need to log in as the supplier created and
edit all information from there. The dummy supplier has all the functionality as a
“normal” supplier in the system.
For more information about the supplier company administration, see the Supplier
user guides

3.1.5

Process templates

Process templates are a way for the company administrator to define the processes
and rules to be used when users within the company are creating and running a
RFT. Process templates can be linked in from a pre-defined library or created
specifically to fit your company’s needs. Each of the settings you will see in the
process template are also available within an RFT, if you have decided to show
them and let them be editable by the user on a tender level.

To access the Process templates:
1.

Select Company administration from the Navigation dropdown. The Company
information screen displays with the Current service subscriptions.

2.

Click on the Edit link beside the Process templates.

The Process templates screen displays.
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To create a new process template:
1.

Click [Create template..] to create a new process template, the first step of
creating a process template displays.
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Setting
Description
Settings on main RFT level
Standalone template
Only for information and documents NOT possible to
express interest on.
Allow automatic addition of
Allow automatic addition of questions created the the
questions from template
questions/requirement library within company admin
interface
Pre Qualification tender
Mini-Quote tender
This is if you have the personalisation module switched
on, it is not call-off/mini quote on framework agreemet.
Number of process steps
The number of process steps, use two steps if you want
to start with a pre-qualification without quote information
and then short-list suppliers to the quote step.
Include auction
Decides whether the RFT should end with an online
auction, the auction is not counted in the number of
steps. You can also create a template to include an
auction only
Initial estimated value
Sets if the initial value should be used or not when using
guidance, is not visible for suppliers
Currency
Currency of the FRT
Minimum Standstill period/
Within public procurement and EU, the Alcatel directive
(Alcatel directive rules)
may apply to certain tenders. The Alcatel directive is a
set of rules for how long between intend to award a
contract and the actual awarding. The suppliers not
selected are in a position to challenge the award within
ten days and receiving a detailed report describing the
award reason.
Enable selection of CPV
Use classification from the Common Procurement
codes from checklist
Vocabulary. Classifying your tender makes it easier to
attract suppliers with appropriate expertise.
Enable quicker upfront
If the tender will contain more than one lot/package,
definition of Multiple
select this option. This will take the creator of the tender
packages
to an intermediate step where multiple lots can be
created simultaneously.
DPS Qualification
To be used when you wish to create an Dynamic
Purchases System process for the qualification phase,
for DPS qualification also assure that you set following
extra settings later on: Tender box – NO, Allow authority
access to supplier responses... - YES
DPS Tender
To be used when you create the process for the actual
tender phase within a DPS process using a specific
previous qualification. Also assure that you set following
setting “Enable selection of suppliers and invitation of
those” - YES
Hide authority procurer´s
This setting hides the procurer´s contact details from the
user information in the
suppliers taking part in this tender.
audit train
Hide supplier names for all
The offers/quotations will be shown “anonymously”
user throughout the entire
hence the buyer should/will not see which supplier sent
process (for design
in the quotation as the supplier name will be hidden until
contest)
the buyer/authority awards a specific quotation. Per
default set as no and hidden
Hide Metadata Forms
There is a possibility to hide the metadata forms within
the tender checklist. The setting are used as any other
regular setting from the process template and can also
be edited when creating the tender if the process allows
editing of the setting.
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Publish qualified suppliers
for DPS qualification
Prohibit Archive if not all
contracts are signed
Enable use of complaint
procedure
Set evaluation model
Automatically make
attached documents
publically downloadable
after response deadline

The setting is only available if the customer has the
metadata forms module switched on
Show which suppliers are qualified openly on the DPS
when people search for DPS qualifications
Archiving not possible at the bottom of the checklist if
the contracts are not status final and signed.
Should the complaint procedure be available to use by
each procurement officer in each tender created.
Define if the company or this type of tenders shoul have
relative weighting or value added as evaluation model
Make the tender documentation available public and
poss to download after deadline has passed.

2.

Give a short description to this new template and fill in the values, a
description of each of the selection settings follows below

3.

Click [Save] to continue this creating process, a page will long list of settings
will be displayed.

4.

All steps have been generated with a default value for each parameter. It is
possible to define each step in detail.

5.

Click [Save] to save all settings to this template.

•

•

Allow edit – Selecting this option for a setting allows for the user who
creates the RFT using this template to change the setting, the value
selected within the template is pre-filled.
Hide – Selection of the hide means that the buyer user creating the RFT
using the template, will not see the setting when creating the RFT, the
setting will have the selected value. Some settings should never have hide
and careful take should be taken to the choices made as they completely
rule the work process for the users.
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Settings for each step within the RFT
General Keys
Require supplier´s
If desired you can include tender conditions that you
acceptance of standard
wish the suppliers to accept. This is considered as
conditions to enable access separate from the response to the RFT and acceptance
to any tender
can be required either before access is given to the
documentation
Tender information or as part of the response.
Allow suppliers to also
When using multiple packages within the RFT, the
make discount bid if
supplier can be prompted to set a discount bid, which
awarded all of multiple
will be a total discount price if the supplier is awarded for
packages
all the packages within the proposal.
Enable selection of
Decides whether the buyer is allowed to search and
suppliers and the invitation
invite suppliers. If this option is not selected suppliers
of those
will only be added through the publishing
Require supplier´s
Unless alternative bid is enabled by the procurer in the
acceptance of standard
process template the supplier will not be able to give
conditions in attached
any quotation without accepting the stated document, if
documents
supplier chooses to answer not compliant and the
alternative bid setting is enabled the supplier will only be
able to give an alternative quotation.
Minimum number of
Forces the supplier to attach certain amount of
documents required to be
documents that you want to be attached before he can
attached by the supplier in
make any submit. Submission unavailable unless same
order to submit
amount of documents attached that the procurer has
stated.
Lock data after respons
If you have this setting as Yes the consequence is that
deadline
the procurement officer cannot change any of his own
data efter the RFQ deadline. (such as QQ, documents
etc) If any changes have to be made to the original
tender documents the ETQ will have to be moved
forward/opened.
Tender box keys
Tender Box
The buyer can if desired set up a Tender box. Through
using a tender box offers cannot be read until the box
has been opened. When creating the RFT a set of keys
can be specified that are required for the opening of the
tender box.
Tender box opening delay
Amount of days that should take place after end time
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Minimum amount of listed
users required to open the
tender box
Double envelope

Allow authority access to
supplier
quotations/responses
before deadline
Automatic e-mail (issue of
minutes of opening) sent to
suppliers upon tender box
opening

Proposal submission key
Require explicit total price
quotation (besides any
PS/BoQ pricing) in bid to
enable supplier submission
Allow late submission of
proposals ie after deadline
for step

Allow supplier download of
docs prior to accepting
invitation
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quotation before the tender box can be opened.
The procurer can use this key to determine which of the
users and foremost how many of the users assigned to
this particular project should open the actual tender box
The response submitted by suppliers is split into two
parts with separation of the commercial and technical
offer. Supplier offers cannot be read until the envelopes
have been opened.
Any quotations received are displayed directly when
received unless tender box is used.

Upon tender box opening the system send an e-mail to
all suppliers informing them of this.

This setting will force the supplier to give a total price in
separate place irrespective of if there is an Bill of
Quantity/Prise Schedule attached with a total or not.
By default all suppliers are locked upon End time
Quotation (ETQ).
Through accepting late offers the buyer allows suppliers
to send in offers also after ETQ and manually controls
the locking of suppliers. Suppliers can make changes
until locked by the buyer. (All proposals will however be
time stamped)
Allowing the supplier to download documents prior to
accepting the invitation of the RFT, if not selected the
suppliers will only see a list of documents prior to
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Allow suppliers to revise
their quotation
Enable Encryption of
supplier proposal

Allow suppliers to start
working on their proposals
after accepting their public
invitations
Disable submit of
alternative bid

Disable submit of online
proposals
Show supplier progress
bar(supplier side)
Show supplier proposal
progress (buyer side)

Bill of Quantities/Price
Schedule keys
Request pricing of items in
bid
Require pricing on all
attached items

Allow supplier to add own
items to BoQ
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accepting the invitation.
The suppliers are allowed to update a quotation once
sent and re-send the quotation. It is the latest sent in
quotation that will be used.
The encryption and offline editor is a way for the buyer
to protect themselves from the CTM system provider.
When selecting this option, the supplier has to download
an offline editor and creates his proposal in that
application. When submitting he uploads the whole
proposal to the site including his public encryption key.
To see the proposals the buyer has to decrypt with his
private key.
Allow suppliers to start working on their proposals after
accepting their public invitations

This setting gives you the possibility to disable
submission of any alternative pricing/bid, (should you
also have entered any compliance documentation that
the supplier would not comply with then the result of this
setting enabled would be that the supplier cannot make
any submission)
Should per default be NO as this setting stops any
online submission.
Enables the supplier to see his own progress in
answering the quotation by showing the green amount
of percentage completed tender bar.
The status of each supplier with the response is
displayed to you before the ETQ has been passed. This
gives you insight of if a supplier has started working or
not

Show progress – Allows the buyer to see all
progress made by the supplier, such as answering
the invitation, setting prices to BoQ-items,
answering questions etc. this progress is shown in
the audit trail. The actual prices or answers are
shown.

Show downloads – The buyer only sees if the
supplier is viewing information such as the
invitation or documents.

Hide progress – Hides all the progress with the
supplier progress, the buyer cannot even see if the
supplier has submitted any quotation or viewed
the invitation.

Suppliers are requested to fill in BoQ prices. The
authority procurer has to create items for the supplier to
price
The supplier must fill in prices on all items prior sending
his quotation, he will not be able to send empty rows
unless specifically entering that a row is included or
excluded
Allowing the supplier to amend the BoQ list with own
created items
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Evaluation keys
Enable manual update of
category status after
evaluation
Use two step
evaluation(qualification and
evaluation for example in
one step procedure)
Allow evaluation of single
supplier at the time only.
Use strict evaluation

General publication keys
Publish on client public site

Publish notification.
External sites

If desired the supplier database can be split into various
categories. If this setting is checked the process
includes a step for update of this category status.
Evaluation is split up in two parts where all gateway
questions answered are first part-those suppliers that do
not comply with gateway will not appear in the second
evaluation in analytics engine.
With this setting you will not see all the supplier answers
side by side but only one supplier at the time in both
qualification view and analytical engine view.
The team that is involved with the procurement is not
allowed to do any evaluation; the evaluation must be
made by another evaluation team. None of the supplier
names are shown during the evaluation process. All this
to assure completely un bias evaluation.

Setting if the RFT should be published or not on the
local CTM-site (Should preferable never be set as Hide
if Yes)
CTM supports exporting and direct publishing to thirdparty publishing sites. CTM will take care of sending the
publication to the following publishing sites:
•
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•

•

•
•

Minimum lead time
between publication and
response time
Publish awarded supplier
on client public site
Publish supplier award.
External sites

above threshold value. For the OJEU
notifications CTM currently support Form 2
(Contract notice) and Form 5 (Contract notice –
Utilities)
BOAMP – BOAMP is the French equivalence to
OJEU, when publishing to BOAMP, the
publication will be sent from BOAMP to OJEU
Udbudsvagten – Danish equivalence to OJEU,
when publishing to Udbudsvagten, the
publication will be sent from Udbudsvagten to
OJEU
Doffin – Norweigian national publishing site
TenderNed – The national publishing site in the
Netherlands

This setting should preferably never be set
as Hide (if Yes) due to fact that if any
mistakes are made in contract notice you
will not be able to go back and edit.
This setting automatically guarantees certain minimum
amount of days set in creating the tender between
publication and end time quotation/deadline for allowed
response.
Once the awarded supplier is selected you can choose
to publish the awarded supplier. This can help third-level
suppliers in finding quotes
Same as for the notification publication, CTM supports
publication and integration
•

OJEU (Official Journal EU) – Within OJEU,
CTM currently has the support for Form 3
(Contract award notice) and Form 6 (Contract
award notice – Utilities)

To copy or link a system pre-defined template:
Using the pre-defined templates allows you to copy or link existing templates within
the system. Linking a template means that you do not have control of the template,
all changes made by the operator are automatically transferred to your company.
Copying a template only copies the template as it is set up at the time of copy, any
changes made by the operator will not be transferred down to your copy.
1.

Click the [Add predefined template…], a list of templates to copy or link is
shown

2.

Select the templates to copy or link and use the [Copy] or [Link template]
buttons to transfer to your company for us

When deleting or changing a process template the RFTs created using that
template is not affected.
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3.1.6

Checklist for RFT´s (separate module)

The checklist can be designed specifically for a company that feels that they have
certain point that they wish to have on the checklist. This point can be of any kind
but is an “internal” point-not communicated to the supplier,
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Once you have made your new point make sure you click on ”save” in order to keep
the change. Next time you go to the checklist it will have the new design:
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3.1.7

OJEU - templates

For filling out the form to be sent to SIMAP and TED, the company administrator has
the possibility to create templates for those. Some information within the form is
lifted from the RFT, but some information (as lodging of appeals) is not pre-filled
from the RFT and is often same for all users within the company. The company
administrator can create templates and pre-fill those fields that usually are the same
for all RFTs, and users creating the form within the RFT will have those values prefilled

3.1.8

Invitation and contract letter templates

When sending an invitation or contract information, there is an optional feature for
the user to include a standard letter, which can contain any information and can be
formatted. The standard letters are only shown online and are not to be confused
with message/email templates, which are sent externally.
Currently there are three types of letter templates invitation letter, contract award
letter and contract regret letter.
•

Invitation letter templates – Shown to the supplier when viewing the online
information to an RFT, it is the first view the supplier has of an RFT

•

Contract award letter – Sent to the awarded supplier and is shown together with
the contract information for a contract draft

•

Contract regret letter – Sent to the non-awarded suppliers for a contract.

To create a letter template:
1.

Click the Edit link next to the Invitation and contract letter templates from the
company administration screen

2.

Click the [Create new…] button below the template type you want to create.

3.

Enter a template name and click [Save], screen to fill in the letter details is
displayed

4.

Enter the free text in the big field and format it to your liking. You can choose
to use variables within the template i.e. words that will be replaced by data
from the system when the letter is viewed.

5.

To use a variable: select the variable in the drop-down, place the cursor in
the text where you want the variable text to be placed and click [Add]. The
variable will now be placed where you placed the cursor.
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6.

When completed, click [Save] and [Done]. You can save the letter with
regular intervals prohibiting the event of loss of data if your login session
times out.

Edit recommendation: The tool to format the layout of the letter template is not as
versatile as your standard Word editor and may not have all the functionality. The
easiest way to format the letter template is to create it in a Word document with all
layout, formatting and variables, and after that copy-and-paste the whole letter into
the web tool.

3.1.9

Supplier Qualification/Evaluation

The supplier qualification consists of three parts; Question styles, Question
templates and Category questionnaire. Each of these parts will be described in
separate
Question styles
Within the question styles you can define the look-and-feel of the questions within a
list.
To create and edit a formatting style:
1.

Access the formatting styles list by going from company administration and
clicking the Question styles link

2.

Click the [Create style] to define a new formatting style

3.

Enter the values for the formatting style and click [Save]. The size is the fontsize in pixels and the colour is the hexadecimal value (RGB) of the colour.

4.

The styles can then be set on a question, and the question will be displayed
in the formatting style
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Question templates
The question templates is the storage area for questions to be used within CTM, the
questions can be used in RFTs (as qualification questions), tender conditions,
categories and contract evaluations
To access the question library:
1.

From the company administration page, click the link Question templates in
the Supplier qualification area. The question template screen displays.

Within the archive of question templates you can divide the questions into
templates, and the templates can be grouped into folders
To create a new question template:
1.

From the question templates main page, click the [Create template…] button

2.

Fill in a name for the template and click [Save].

3.

To edit the name of a created template, mark the template and click [Edit…]

4.

Go in to the template and start creating questions and section by clicking the
link of the template name

Within a template you can group questions by sections. The sections can be used
within the RFT to assign evaluators to each of the sections. The sections will also
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group the questions into more logical areas for the supplier to get an easy view of
the questionnaire.
To create a question section:
1.

From the question list, click the [Create section…] button

2.

Fill in a name for the section and click [Save].

3.

Edit the section name by clicking the link of the section name

4.

Questions can be assigned to the section when creating or editing them

To create a question:
1.

Click on the [Create question…] button, the selection of the question type is
displayed. If you want to insert a question in the middle of the list, select the
question you want to insert the new question before in the list, prior clicking
the [Create question…]

2.

Select the type of question, i.e. the answer format requested from the
answering party, and click [Next].

3.

•

Note – No answer is requested, can be used as a divider or explanation

•

Multiple choice – The answer requested is made by selecting one or
more alternatives from a list

•
•

Single choice – The answer requested is made by selecting one
alternative from a list
Free text – The answer requested is of free text format

•

Number – The answer has to be in numeric format

Fill in the values of the question, and click [Save]
•

Section – The section the question should be listed in, use Top section if
no section is wanted

•

Code – Optional value, if you would like a numbering or has an internal
reference for each question

•

Question – The question text

•

Alternatives – If the question is of type multiple or single choice, fill in the
alternatives to answer the question with

•

Settings – Each question can have settings which will determine the
behaviour of the question
Setting
Description
Internal question
The question will not be shown to the answering
party. Can be useful within an RFT when you
want to set weight and score of a group of
questions instead of each question individually
Expire date
When answering the question, the user has to set
a expiration date to when the answer is valid
Document attachment
Allowing for the answer to include a document
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Gateway

Style

Multiple, single choice and number questions can
be of type gateway. Which mean that the user
answering the questions have to answer within a
number range or select the “correct” alternative.
The range and alternatives are shown to the
answering party, and when retrieving answers you
can see which of the answering parties did not
answer the “correct” answer.
Defines the formatting style of the question

To create a table question:
Table question is a table type which allows you to receive answers in a table format,
each row is an ordinary question and different answers can be set on each column.
Useful when asking for turnover value for different years, where the Turnover is a
table row and the different years are created as columns
1.

Click on the [Insert table…] button, the table description page is displayed

2.

Enter a question and click [Save]. Main page to edit the table rows and
columns is displayed

3.

Use the [Add row..] and [Add column..] buttons to create rows and columns.
A row is created the same way as an ordinary question

To import questions from Excel:
Questions can also be added using import functionality. The import format is Excel
and is a fixed format. The template can be edited but no rows must ever be inserted
or deleted as there are hidden columns with programming data within the template
1.

Click on the [Import] button, the import question screen is displayed. To
download the template of Excel format click the link Download import format
from this page

2.

Select the Excel-file with questions and sections and click [Import], validation
of the import is displayed

3.

Click [Proceed] to fully import the questions

To update question versions:
All questions created or newly edited are saved as a working version i.e. the
question changes is not ready for use. To make the question ready for use by the
user within the company you’ll need to update the questions to a “real” - numbered
version.
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1.

Select the questions you want to update, and click [Update to new version], a
pop-up window is displayed.

2.

If the question is linked to different areas in the application, the parts that can
be updated (for example an ongoing RFT) are listed. Select the parts where
you want the question to be updated within and click [Save], this will save the
new version of the question to the selected parts.

3.

Update to new version can also be made directly when editing the question.
Use the [Save as new version] button to accomplish that.

To sort questions and sections:
Once questions and section are created they can be sorted within the template.
1.

Click the [Sort] button, a pop-up is displayed.

2.

Select in the drop-down which section to sort questions in or if you want to
sort the sections within the template

3.

Select the section or question to move and use the [Move up] and [Move
down] buttons to move around

4.

Click [Save] when completed

To delete questions and sections:
Created questions and sections can be deleted from a template. If a question is
added to an RFT or category it will not be removed from the category or RFT when
deleting the question from the template.
1.

2.

Mark the questions and/or sections you want to delete and click the [Delete]
button.

If deleting a section, it will not delete the questions within the section, it will
move the questions up to the non-section area
To delete force questions from library down to every tender (on
selected procedures)
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By selecting the template and click the ‘Add automatically’ you will de-select the
option to add automatically.

3.1.10

Autoscores or value added (depending on model) within
Evaluation

For Multiple and single choice questions you can set autoscores or value added
that will be automatically counted as points/value into the analytics engine when
evaluation process starts. Please note that gateway questions cannot be autoscored
as they work on the presumption in or out.
1. For multiple choice the sum of alternatives must be maximum 100 (score model),
see below example, if you use the value added model you will have an column
next to Scoring column that you should fill out instead with the relevant values.
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2. For single choice questions the maximum is 100 per alternative, see below
example. For the value added model there are no limitations to what value you
set.
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The supplier will see what scores/values you have determined for certain questions,
see example of the supplier screens below. (3) to show how your autoscoring will
affect the supplier in answering:

(supplier screen of autoscores 1 or 3)
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(supplier screen of autoscores 2 of 3)

(supplier screen of autoscores 3 of 3)
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The result of autoscoring is seen both in qualification view, evaluation (Analytics
Engine) and on the page where you awards supplier of the contract. See below the
screens to show result. You will have both score and ranking and this score and
ranking will be determined by the system on the parameters autoscore decided and
best price if such exist.

(The qualification view of autoscores and ranking)
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(The analytics engine view of autoscores and ranking)
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(the award supplier view of autoscores and ranking)

3.1.11

Tender/Accessconditions

Access conditions can be included in an issued RFT. The creator of the RFT
decides what Accessr Condition template should be included and when the
suppliers have to accept the conditions in order to receive access to the tender
documentation.. The suppliers have to accept them prior to getting access to the
RFT information.
NOTE, the Tender conditions should not be used as a qualification of the tender.

To create a Tender/Access Condition template:
1.

Select Company administration from the Navigation dropdown. The Company
information screen displays with the Current service subscriptions.

2.

Click on the Edit link by Tender conditions template.

3.

Click on the [Create new…] button to create a new Tender conditions
document.

4.

Complete the name and description fields then click [Save]. The Tender
Conditions template screen displays.
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Text
5.

A longer text can be used, click the [Edit…] button next to the text, a screen
to create a nice formatted text is displayed

6.

Write any free text and format according to your likings and click [Save]

Questions
7.

To include questions in the tender condition, click the [Create question…] and
use the same procedure steps as creating a question within the question
templates.

Attach Documents
8.
To attach a document to the Tender conditions click [Upload files…]. For
more exact information about uploading files, see the Buyer user guide and
the documents section.
Complete tender condition
9.

When the areas you want to include in the tender condition is completed, you
can preview the tender condition by clicking the [Preview] and it will display
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how the tender condition looks from the supplier side. Click [Done] to go back
to the list of created tender conditions.

3.1.12

Message templates

Message templates are templates for how the emails are formatted for the
automatic emails that are sent by CTM for events happening throughout the tender
management and contract management processes. CTM comes with a standard set
of email templates for each language. If you decide not to create any own message
templates, these will be used for all your messages on the site.
To create a new message template:
1.

Click the Edit link next to the Message templates within company
administration, a list of created message templates for your company is
displayed.

2.

Click the [Create template…] button, first create screen is shown

3.

Enter a name, long description (optional) and select the event within the
system the message should be sent for, click [Save]

4.

Main page of editing a template is displayed

5.

Fill in the subject and the data of the main message fields. Within the subject
text and the message text you can add variables, i.e. words that will be
replaced with data from for example the RFT. In the instructions text on the
page the available variables are shown.
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6.

You can edit the type of each field or add additional fields, use the [Add]
button or mark the field to edit and click [Edit details…]

7.

The field can be of four different types, described below:
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8.

3.1.13

•

Show/edit – The field is shown and can be edited by the user who
initiates the message, for example a free text field in the invitation email.

•

Show – The field is shown to the user who is initiating the message, but
cannot be edited

•

Hide – The field is hidden from the initiator of the message, but the field is
shown to the recipient of the message

•

Email only – A field that only is visible to the recipient if it is sent as an
email, used for example as email disclaimer at the bottom.

Enter a field name, select the field type and enter a text (the text can also be
entered on the main template page), click [Save] to save your changes and
go to the main template page.

Print shops

A print shop is a third-party business to where you can send documents for printing,
for example large drawings. For your company to use any of the print shops having
access to CTM you’ll need to activate them within your company. All prints sent by
users within your company will be charged to your company. If you are missing a
print shop, contact your local CTM support for help
To activate a print shop:
1.

Click the Edit link next to the print shops within company administration

2.

Mark the print shops you want to activate, enter any optional text in the
Service and tariff information field and click [Save].

3.

The print shop is now ready to be used within projects and RFTs, refer to the
Buyer user guide on how to use the print shop within an RFT or project

3.1.14

Response settings

Response setting is an additional feature which provides the creator of an RFT
possibility to set up standard answers any invited supplier chooses to use when
declining an invitation.
To access the response settings:
1.

Click on the Edit link beside the Response settings from company
administration, the response setting screen displays
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2.

To create a new response setting, click the [Create new…] button and fill in
the response, and click [Save]

3.

Use the [Sort] to rearrange the response items

4.

Delete any response by marking them and clicking [Delete]

3.1.15

Task type

The service company task type is a way of defining tasks within the system to be
assigned to users within the company. Notifications can be set for each task type.
The user assigned to the task will then receive an email reminding him/her that the
task must be completed. More on tasks is described in the Buyer User Guide.
To access the task types:
1.

Click on the Edit link beside the Task type settings from company
administration, the response setting screen displays

2.

To create a new task type, click the [Create new…] button, the creation
screen is displayed

3.

Select the task area, fill in a name of the task and click [Save]. Depending on
the area selected you can now use the task within that area to assign to
users

4.

Use the [Delete] button to remove a task.
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3.1.16

Payment type settings

When a contract is created, the creator can select whether or not to use specific
payment types. Payment types can be set up to match your company’s specific
needs.
To access the payment types:
1.

Click on the Edit link for the Payment types. The page for managing
Payment types is displayed.

2.

Click the [Add] button to add a new payment type.

3.

Enter the description for the payment type in the textbox and click [Save].

4.

To rearrange the order in which the payment types will appear in the
contract dialogue, click on the [Sort] button.

5.

Select the payment type you want to move and use the [Move up] and
[Move down] buttons to specify the order. Don’t forget to save the new order
when you are done.

6.

To delete a payment type, check the box for the payment type and click
[Delete]. Payment types that are in use, i.e. selected on a contract, can not
be deleted.

7.

Click [Done] to return to the Services view.

3.1.17

Contract add-ons

When creating a contract there is a possibility to use add-ons to make certain
specifications. A unit can specify as many as six different types of Contract Add-ons,
each containing any number of values. Some add-ons might have been created by
your local operator or CTM support. These can be copied to your own company for
use on your own contracts. Add-ons can also be of free text type thus meaning you
will have an add on where you can write a text of your choice when creating the
contract. Contract Add-Ons can be of two different kinds (i) those visable to the
supplier and (ii) those not visable to the supplier and thus also possible to update
after the contract signing.
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To access Contract add-ons:
1.

Click on the Edit link to access the Contract add-ons. Select if the Add-On is
visable or not to the supplier and if it should be visable in master list.

2.

If there are add-ons available, these will be listed in the dialogue.

3.

To add more Contract add-ons, click on the [Add] button.

4.

In the new dialogue, give the new Contract add-on a description. Click
[Save] when done.

5.

Click on the underlined description for a contract add-on if you want to add,
sort or delete values for that add-on.

6.

If the contract add-on has values (dropdown), these will be presented in a
list. To edit a value description, click on the underlined description. Change
the description and click [Save].
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7.

To rearrange the order in which the add-ons are displayed when creating a
contract, click the [Sort] button. Select the value you want to move and use
the [Move up] and [Move down] buttons to put the values in the correct
order. Don’t forget to save when you are satisfied.

8.

To add a new contract add-on value, enter the description in the New value
description text box. Click on [Add] to add the value to the list.

9.

If a value should no longer be available for use, check the box for the value
and click on [Delete]. A value in use on a contract can not be deleted.

10.

Click [Done] to return to the Services view.
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3.1.18

BOAMP login information (only shown on French site)

BOAMP is a French publishing site to where you can publish RFT notifications.
If you want to publish your RFTs to BOAMP you’ll need a login for the BOAMP
portal, the details of that login is filled in here.
To set the BOAMP login details:
1.

Click on the Edit link beside the BOAMP from company administration, the
page for amending BOAMP login information is displayed

2.

Enter the user name and password retrieved from BOAMP, and fill in the
email address you set on the BOAMP account, click [Save]

3.1.19

Spend aggregation(only shown if you have this module)

If you are the buying company serving several other companies, you can use Spend
Aggregation. This is a module of Complete Tender Management that needs to be
switched on for companies to use.
As the spend aggregator you will be responsible for setting up SA units and SA
users that will be part of your spend aggregation organization.
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Section 4: Manage approval processes
(separate module)
Through the organization administration, the company administrator can set-up your
organization structure and any internal approval processes. An approval process
can contain one or many approvers and be either sequential or parallel. Approval
processes for tendering for a specific document for an approval point can also be
set-up.
To access organisation setup:
1.

Select the Configuration of approvals from the navigation drop down, the
organisation main screen is displayed.

The organisation set up consists of three parts, the organisation, role types and
roles, where the organisation is the main object. Setting up the organisation will
determine the approval flow within your company.

4.1

Create organisation, role types and roles
Before setting up the organisation structure the three parts to build the organisation
have to be created, organisation, role types and roles. These three parts will later be
bundled up to form an organisation.
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To create an organisation:
1.

From the organisation main page, click the [Create organisation] button,
create screen is displayed.

2.

Enter the name of the organisation and click [Save].

To create role types:
A role type is typical an department within a company, e.g. legal or procurement, it
is also the role types you select as approvers for an approval point.
1.

From the organisation main page, click the [Role type] button, list of created
role types is displayed.

2.

Click the [Create role type] button, create screen is displayed.

3.

Enter the name of the role type and click [Save].

To create roles:
The roles are physical roles a specific user can have, for example contract officer or
legal expert.
1.

From the organisation main page, click the [Role] button, list of created roles
is displayed.

2.

Click the [Create role] button, create screen is displayed.

3.

Enter the name of the role and click [Save].

Once the three parts of an organisation is created you can start manage the
organisation set-up and approval points within each organisation

4.2

Manage organisation
Within an organisation you can assign role types, roles, setting up approval points
and assigning users to roles

4.2.1

Organisation structure

Each organisation can have an own set of organisation structure, approval rules and
approval points set up. Users belonging to the different organisations will be applied
to the rules set up for each organisation.
To set up an organisation structure:
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1.

From the organisation main page, click link of the organisation name you
want to set up.

2.

Click the Edit link next to the Organisational approval rules, the organisational
structure overview is displayed

3.

Click the [Add/remove role types] button to add new role types to the
organisation

4.

Select the role types in the right hand and use the arrows to move to the left
hand side, click [Save] when done.

5.

To add roles to a role type, click the link of the name of the assigned role type
in the organisational structure overview. Use the arrows to assign roles to the
selected role type. Users that are assigned to the role will then be added to
the role type and organisation

For users to be part of an organisation they need to be assigned to roles within the
organisation.
To assign users to a role:
1.

Go to the user profiles and the user you want to assign a role.
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2.

Click the Edit link next to the Organisation structure setup

3.

In the drop-down at the top, select the organisation you want to assign the
user to, a user can be part of more than one organisation

4.

Click the link of the name of the role type where the role you want to assign to
the user resides

5.

Use the arrows to move to the right hand side the roles you want to assign to
the user, click [Save] when done.

Repeat the above steps for the users and organisations you wish to assign roles to.
If a user is assigned to multiple organisations, he will need to select organisation
when logging in to CTM.

Sample of organisation structure

4.2.2

Approval points

Once the organisational structure is set up you can choose to set up approval points
for users within an organisation. An approval point is a process point within the RFT
or contract to where a user has to be approved prior to going forward in the process,
for example prior sending out an invitation to suppliers.
To create approval points:
1.

Select the Configuration of approvals from the navigation drop down, the
organisation main screen is displayed

2.

Click the link of the organisation you want to add approval points to.

3.

Click the Edit link next to the Approval points and documents, list of existing
approval points is displayed.
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4.

Click the button [Add approval point], select the approval points you want to
add and move them the right hand side using the arrows, click [Save]

Approval point
Invite suppliers

Create RFT within project

Ready to publish

RFT protocols
Send contract

Send contract under seal
Standard variation

Uploaded documents

Variation under seal

5.

Description
Prior to sending an invitation out to supplier.
The approval is needed for each new RFT
created.
User has to be approved prior creating the first
RFT within a project. Once approved for one
project the user can create multiple RFTs within
that project. The user would need to be
approved again for new projects.
Prior publishing the RFT to any external site, for
example TED, Doffin or TenderNed. The
document to approve is the fully filled in form
together with all RFT material
Approval of the RFT protocol which is
automatically created for each RFT
Prior sending a contract, draft and final, to
supplier. The approval is needed for each new
contract created
Approval for contracts over a certain value and
which are created under seal
Prior sending a standard variation, draft and
final, to supplier. The approval is needed for
each new variation created.
Approval for documents uploaded to the project
archive or internal documents within the RFT.
You’ll need to have specified the document
definition types for this part to work
Approval for variations over a certain value and
which are created under seal

Next step after selecting the approval point is to set up the approval
document, i.e. what has to be approved. Click the link of the approval point to
set a document for.
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6.

Click the [Add] button, page to search for approval document is displayed

7.

Select the document type in the drop down you want to be approved and click
[Search]. Select the document in the search result list and click [Add]

Approval document
Invitation letter
Public form
Contract
Project
Uploaded documents
RFT protocols

Description
Used for the Invite suppliers approval point.
Used for the approval of the published forms.
Used for the Send contract and variation.
Used for the create RFT in project.
Documents uploaded, here you can select from
your defined document definition types
Used for approval of the RFT protocol

8.

Next step after deciding the document is to set up the approval sequence, i.e.
sequential or parallel. Click the link of the approval document.

9.

Click the [Add] button, page to select sequence and approval roles are
displayed.

10.

Select parallel or sequential sequence. Parallel meaning that the approvers
can approve without any specific order, sequential meaning that the
approvers have to approve the document in a set order

11.

Select the roles to be used as approvers, click [Save] when completed.

The approval set up is completed and a user that belongs to a role that has an
approval point set up, will need to be approved by other users within that
organisation.
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Section 5: Manage Users
Upon registration on CTM the first user is created within the company. The first user
by default is set to the company administrator profile and can administrate the
company users.
To access the user profiles:
12.

5.1

Select the User profiles from the navigation drop down, the list of users within
your company is displayed

User profile
Within the user profile you can create new users within your company, edit existing
users and deleting users

5.1.1

Create a new user

For each user, the following personal profile details must be set up:
• Contact details
• Account details
• Security roles
• Regional settings
• Accept terms and conditions

To create a new user:
1.

From the user list, click the [Create user…] button.

2.

Fill out the form. Ensure that mandatory fields (*) are completed. This is also
the area where you determine the role of the user.
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User role
Company administrator

Company user

3.

Description
• Manage the company account such as
templates, settings and document archive
• Manages users within the company
• Always full editing rights for all RFTs and
contracts created within the company
• Creates and manages projects, RFTs and
contracts

Click on the [Save] button

NOTES:

The settings are by default set to notification through email. If you
want to change to other settings, you have to edit the user after
creating.
Most communication on the system is through emails. Therefore it is
important that the email address you submit works well. To test that
the email address entered works you can click on the [Test] button. If
the email address given works you will receive a test email from the
system.

5.1.2

Edit user details

The company administrator can edit all the user profiles within the company.
Information within the user profile the company administrator cannot administer for
other users are the ActiveX settings and digital certificate upload.

To edit user details:
1.

From the user list, click the underlined name of the user you want to edit, the
edit user screen appears
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2.

Click on the Edit link next to the User profile, the edit screen of the user
profile is displayed.

3.

Information such as user name, password, time zone, notification settings,
preferred language etc. can be changed Change the settings and click
[Save].

Notification settings
Notifications are events happening on the system and how you would like to be
notified about them. A system message is always sent for a notification, you can
choose for each of the notifications if you would like to receive an email as a
notification as well.
Organization structure setup
Within the organisation structure you can determine which organisation the user
belongs to and assign roles to a user. More information about how to do that is
available in the Manage of approval process section within this document.

5.1.3

Delete a user

Users who are no longer with your company should be deleted so that they do not
have access to the service.
NOTES:

RFTs, projects and contracts created by a user who is deleted is not
removed from the system, all information is kept for traceability.
If you have wrongly deleted a user, contact support and they can
activate a deleted user again.

To delete a user:

5.2

1.

From the user list, select the user or users you want to delete by checking the
checkbox next to the user name

2.

Click the [Delete] button, the user is removed from the list and cannot log in
to CTM.

External users
External users can be invited to participate within tenders in your company. By
external user means a user that already has login access to CTM, but is registered
within another company. Once an external user is created and invited it can be
handled as any other user within the company, i.e. assigning user access rights
within a project or RFT. External users are marked with a
icon in the user list.
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To invite an external user:

5.3

1.

From the user list click the [Invite external user…] button, user information to
fill in is displayed

2.

Fill in the information and click [Invite]. Make sure the email address entered
is valid. The language selected is the preferred language of the external user
and the language the email will be sent in.

3.

An email is sent to the user with information that he is invited, the user is
requested to verify himself on CTM with his own user name and password

User groups
Users can be divided into user groups or teams. The teams can then be selected by
users when assigning user access rights to projects, RFTs or contracts.
To create a new user group:
1.

From the user list click the [User groups] button, a list of created user groups
is displayed

2.

Click the [Create group…] button, group information screen is displayed

3.

Enter a short and long description and click [Save]

4.

Select the members to add to the group by using the arrows and move them
to the right hand box. Click [Save] when finished selecting members
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5.

Last step is to determine user access rights, i.e. if the user should be an
editor or viewer. Tick the boxes of editor or viewer for each user and click
[Save] when completed. Access rights set here will be set as default when a
user assigns the user group to a project, RFT or contract

To delete a user group:
1.

From the user list click the [User groups] button, the list of created user
groups is displayed

2.

Select the user group(s) you want to delete and click the [Delete] button.

NOTES:

If the user group you delete has been assigned user access rights to
a project, RFT or contract all access rights for users within that
project, RFT or contract will be removed and the users will not have
access.
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Section 6: Complaint Procedure
6.1

Administration Interface
From the company administration page you can set the, and enter a general
description of, complaints procedure used by the authority when publishing a tender.

The complaint procedure can be edited on the company level for contracting
authority in the company profile. The standard text can be copied in any tender and
can be amended for each tender if required.

Edit complaints procedure within a tender

The complaints procedure that is entered in the field is the one that will appear when
a procurement officer is entering the page where he publishes the tender. Click on
Save before leaving the page. This complaint procedure will be visible on the
relevant web pages, it can however, before publishing, be changed by the
procurement officer if needed.

By default no complaint procedure text is added to the tender, it has to be saved for
each tender.
The complaint procedure are shown to the suppliers, should you wish to
INACTIVATE the viewing of this you can do so by setting the paramer OFF within
the procedure/process templates.
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